MathWorks: An enthusiastic website  by unknown
Almost everyone must have visited the Sandia National Laboratory's
site. Fascinating information, brilliant pictures, explanatory captions.
But less well known is the iPAL System. Curiously small, not updat-
ed and obviously unloved, http://ipal.sandia.gov/schpg.htm is to
“highlight exceptional opportunities to license Sandia IP that are
currently available”. It doesn’t instill confidence.
The three pictures are of aged July and August 2004 press releas-
es.The search options are for patents or copyright. Patents starts
with fibre optics -strain guage, -liquid sensor level, -microbend tem-
perature sensor, -refractive index monitor; fluorescent optical liquid
level sensor; a distributed fiber optic moisture intrusion sensing
system; and a fluorescent fluid interface position sensore. It then
moves onto semiconductors, offering a stable surface passivation
process for sulfided, selinided or tellurated III compound semicon-
ductor surface; a directed flow fluid rinse trough; and finally moves
into tunable semiconductors;VCSELs for the generation of red,
green and blue radiation and for device integration; an MBE deposi-
tion method; RCLEDs; CMOS-Compatible InP/InGaAs digital pho-
toreceivers; and insulating and conducting with an AlSb-alloy layer.
Deadlines for these range from as close 2/26/2005 to a spacey
11/2/2011.The email address is: KDMURPH@sandia.gov
There are only two copyrights. JESS,The Rule Engine for the Java
PlatformData Sheet: http://herzberg.ca.sandia.gov/jess/ and
MacWafer, which computes stresses and displacements in wafers.
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MathWorks is a remarkably energetic website, now offering
MathWorks RSS newsfeeds to keep users up to date and screen-
savers to keep clients’ backgrounds cool.(http:// www. math-
works.co.uk/matlabcentral/screensaver.shtm).Whether it’s 
industry, academia or user community, this website is deter-
mined to help.
Although the semiconductor industry sector appparently 
covers analog and mixed-signal, digital signal processing 
SoC and Semiconductor Fabrication Equipment, it is not very
audible on compound matters, with the happy exception of
Simulink's offering of RF Blockset RF Toolbox and that 
of Acoustic Ideas Toolboxes for MATLAB, which offers 
computation of ultrasonic focusing parameters for phased
array probes, import/export to phased array instrumentation,
ultrasonic field simulation, and calibration of malformed
phased array probes.
The Focal Law Calculator Toolbox computes the focusing
delays for ultrasonic probes of arbitrary shape, size, and 
complexity through flat and curved surfaces. Leading NDE
instrumentation file formats are supported, allowing direct
upload of focal laws to phased array hardware.The Ultrasonic
Data Processing Toolbox allows import of data files generated
by leading phased array NDE instruments into Matlab for analy-
sis and the Ultrasonic Field Simulation Toolbox allows the
shear and longitudinal wave fields generated inside compo-
nents from phased array probes of arbitrary complexity to be
computed through flat interfaces.The Probe Calibration
Toolbox uses optimisation techniques to find the true shape of
ultrasonic probes from experimental measurements of reflec-
tions from a target.
Users include scientists and engineers working to expand the
growing number of applications of phased array, ultrasonic
NDE.
http://www.mathworks.co.uk/
You may well wish it didn’t! BOC Edwards has been polishing up
its website. If you go to www.bocedwards.com, semiconductor
application, you will find compound semiconductors and nano-
technology as separate sections.
But be warned, if you go to the compound page, some sound
enthusiast has insisted on one of those plonky, plonky noisy 
musical themes being there too.. .
That, in the relative quiet of a large, public office is so embarrasing
as you grope to kill the noise, you may well lose the ingenious
focus on HBTs, solar cells et al and back off the site altogether in a
blurred impression that these subjects might be interesting.
Gritting your teeth, however, you can retrieve the compound
brochure in pdf, with the sound plonking happily as the pdf down-
loads.
The PDF writer can’t resist 300mm and silicon references, but “We
have the ability to support more aspects of compound semiconduc-
tor manufacturing than any other company,” claims the brochure.
“BOC Edwards has an impressive installed base in compound 
semiconductor applications, as well as a presence in every silicon
semiconductor fab in the world supporting the production of
devices such as LEDs, LDs, HEMTs, HBTs, MEMs and Optical 
Wave Guides.”
Never had the courage to try the Nanotechnology music.
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